


Ankam Play Systems Pvt. Ltd. is a dynamic and innovative
 company, formerly known as Ankam Corporation, established 
in 2012. With a cumulative experience of over 20 years in the
 water park ride manufacturing industry, Ankam has been a 

pioneer in delivering quality and excellence. Our commitment 
to innovation, customer satisfaction, and value-driven 

solutions sets us apart in the market.
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Safety Comes First
Focus on the User and everything will Follow
Customer Centric Values work shall be
Challenging and challenge should be FUN
Great Isn’t good enough 
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“To be the most sought after Company
supplying Innovative Water Park Equipments”

MISSION
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All Our Products come with two year of warranty for FRP 
and five years of warranty for steel structure  against
 manufacturing defects. All warranties will be as per terms
 and Conditions mentioned in the Quality Manual
Supplied with product
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Water Slide System

While combined slides already exist, Quadraventure takes it a 

step further and provides multiple water-slide choices to the 

rider. To top it off, the player is also provided with the luxury 

and comfort to travel hassle-free, and essentially, hazard-free.

The novelties of this system are the use of patented combined 

water-slide systems, the provision for on-the-spot slide choices, 

and the water slide transportation system.The term ‘Quadra’ 

stems from the fact that this mega water slide system is 

arranged in the form of four quadrants. The water slide player 

is encouraged to choose one of four options that determine the 

player’s choice of thrill. The player’s round of journey begins at 

one of two given start points, on a two-seater float, where a 

horizontal conveyor system transports a pair of players to a 

connecting elevator system. The elevator then, transports 

the players upwards to the top of the. At this point,the players

 are again connected to another horizontal conveyor system

 that transports them to their water slide of choice. This 

concludes their uphill transportation and begins the downhill 

fun and thrill of their chosen combined-slide system. A round of 

the player’s water slide journey ends in the lazyriver that

 surrounds the Quadraventure water slide system.Our

 intertwined, two-seater slides foster both companionship and 

sportsmanship; you make new friends and bond with one 

another, as well as race each other down the slides.





Quadra Tower

Quadra tower is the main work-horse of the Quadra water slide 

system. Quadra Tower is patented and never-before-anticipated

system. It is a tower system comprising just structural steel. It

is a system that takes the stress and hassle out of the rider’s 

veins, and pumps in just fun, comfort, and thrill. No more carrying

your raft, walking or climbing stairs; just sit, relax, and enjoy

your pre-ride experience to the top of the tower. Also, you get 

to sit and comfortable select your ultimate adventures

mid-journey on your ride to the top of the tower. How cool is that!

But, how does it do all of that? It uses modern technologies like 

advanced control systems, actuators and sensors, conveyor

systems and mechanisms, etc. to get it up and running, and

achieve that. That means, the number of operational staff 

required is drastically reduced. And lastly and most importantly,

it introduces a futuristic, sci-fi visual appeal and grandeur to 

amusement and water parks.





Slide Selection

Capacity In Hour

Water Requirement

Tower Height

Thrill Level

Rider

1400 mm

240\Hr

3500 lpm

15 mtr

HIGH

2 Seater, Float Slide

Aero Pod is your gateway to an out-of-this-world 
experience due to its unique and intricately engineered 
pod-like form and design. It takes the thrill-seeker on an 
out-of-this-world adventure with mind-bending twists, 
turns, and surprise drops. Experience one or more aero 
pods on each ride, followed by the merry-go-round fun of 
the streamlined loops 
nestled between the pods –
a mesmerizing blend of 
adrenaline-pumping thrills 
and smooth, circular glides.





Slide Selection

Capacity In Hour

Water Requirement

Tower Height

Thrill Level

Rider

1400 mm

240\Hr

3500 lpm

15 mtr

HIGH

2 Seater, Float Slide

Petal Coaster provides alternating, open-&-closed 
twists and turns, experiencing the life of a dwarf on 
gigantic petals. Experience the lightness of sailing upon
a petal’s arcuate, silky-smooth surface. Further more, 
glide over multiple petals on each ride, as you 
seamlessly transition between sinuous float slide 
sections and serene 
glides, partaking in an 
extraordinary adventure 
that blends thrill and 
elegance in perfect
 harmony.





Slide Selection

Capacity In Hour

Water Requirement

Tower Height

Thrill Level

Rider

1400 mm

240\Hr

4000 lpm

15 mtr

HIGH

2 Seater,Float Slide

Blender Slide is an exhilarating and delicious-looking 
slide. Resembles candy canes, doesn’t it? On this
slide, you experience gradually intensifying centrifugal 
forces, pinning you to the wall slide (pun�intended) as 
you spiral downwards. Also, you will get to experience 
the anticipation and excitement that builds-up 
progressively on every 
turn of a loop.





Slide Selection

Capacity In Hour

Water Requirement

Tower Height

Thrill Level

Rider

1400 mm

240\Hr

4000 lpm

15 mtr

HIGH

2 Seater, Float Slide

Dual Oscillator tucks you into a thrilling helix, culminating 
into an oscillating pendulum section that subsidingly sways 
you like a giant, calming wave, offering a moment of serenity. 
But, hold on, thrill�seekers, Dual Oscillator isn't done with you 
yet! Its unique, unconventional feature is that just when you 
think you've conquered its 
closed twists and the fun’s
 over, you are plunged back 
into the action on curved float 
slide section, zooming about 
for some more added thrill. 
That’s a double dose of fun
 that'll leave you wanting more.





Slide Selection

Capacity In Hour

Tower Height

Thrill Level

Rider

3000 mm

360-540\Hr

8-15 mtr

MODERATE

2-4 Seater,Float Slide

30

The Naga is a Family Slide Where sliders will enter the slide from the mouth of the Naga. 
Naga Slide will take sliders through the series of Turns and Twists. Sliders would experience

 Mul�ple G Forces through out the slide and an Unique Pulling effect they will experience like
 a jerk while entering each new loop due to change center of gravity. The Naga is fully Themed 

to look like real Cobra Snake.

PATENT REF 269484 | COPY RIGHT REF 1252/2015CO/L
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Slide Selection

Capacity In Hour

Tower Height

Thrill Level

Rider

3000 mm

360-540\Hr

8-15 mtr

MODERATE

2-4 Seater,Float Slide

30

CRAB SLIDE
Crab slide is completely theme�sed to look like a real crab. Slides start with tunnel 

float slide where they will reach maximum G forces and a�ain maximum speed before 
entering stomach of the crab. The transi�on point where sliders will experience utmost 

thrill & Fun. Sliders will take two to three rounds inside the stomach depending upon the 
kine�c energy developed while entering the stomach then they will exit from one of the 

hands (clots) of crab in the pool.
PATENT REF 269483 | COPY RIGHT REF 1253/2015CO/L
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Slide Selection

Capacity In Hour

Tower Height

Thrill Level

Rider

1400 mm

240-300\Hr

9-15 mtr

MODERATE

2 Seater,Float Slide

14

Pearl boasts twin slides coming to its core. i.e. Sliders can slide from two different slides at 
same �me. Sliders start from Tunnel Float slide and slide through drops and turns genera�ng 

G force and a�aining maximum speed before plunging into the core of the Pearl. Sliders would 
oscillate in the core reaching maximum wall heights and experience mul�ple G forces before 

exi�ng from two different exit.

PEARL SLIDE

PATENT REF 269485 | COPY RIGHT REF 1251/2015CO/L
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SHELL SLIDE

Slide Selection

Capacity In Hour

Tower Height

Thrill Level

Rider

3000 mm

360-540\Hr

12-15 mtr

MODERATE

2-4 Seater,Float Slide

30

Giant Shell takes sliders through course of turns and twists before plunges 
them into the shell, crea�ng number off oscilla�ons through walls of shells

 with increased speed. Sliders reach maximum wall height possible. Structure 
is indigenously designed to keep the shell look in tact Natural shape of shell, 

Sound and Ligh�ning effect makes sliders feel of being in Sea Shell.

PATENT REF 269482 | COPY RIGHT REF 1254/2015CO/L
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